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Figure 1 Summary of the action of the four classes of amylases on starch digestion Figure 2 First trial: how the
time needed for complete starch digestion changes as you decrease amylase concentration via a serial dilution.
This was repeated for all 6 tubes and the respective times were recorded. Twenty-four well plates were
prepared with ul of I2KI. Enzymes work by when a substrate molecule bumps into a molecule of the right.
Test tube 1 and 1a were no longer used after the experimental set was prepared. As a group we analyzed the
enzyme catecholase which catalyzes a reaction with the substrate. For our Lab 4 Enzyme activities, we were
going to be using potato juice enzyme and catechist to resemble the natural acting potato and catecholamine
reaction. Those functions performed can be significantly altered with the introduction of variables outside their
environment. Related Papers. Experiment 2: Starch Hydrolysis by Amylase. Biochemistry Lab. Effect of
concentration on enzyme activity lab report, bartlebyPractical report - reaction rate of enzymes, year 12 sace -
biology, thinkswapAnswers to for activity graphs: all graphs wereEnzyme lab report â€” all the significant
points This prac report details an experiment aimed at measuring the reaction rate of enzymes by recording the
amount of foam produced as a by product of hydrogen. The active site is the only part of the enzyme that
reacts with the substrate. Other purposes of the lab were; to measure the effects of changes of temperature, pH,
enzymes concentration, and substrate concentration on rates of an enzyme. Separation using restriction
enzymes and gel electrophoresis. Details related to enzyme purification for this lab session, so concentrate on
sections 4. Please take note that due to my excel, I was not able to make it a curve table as it should have been.
All tubes were then placed in a 40 degrees C water bath and incubated for 10 minutes. Record the re action
rate. Reusing the catalane produced a reaction equal to the control. This lab showed that reusing the substrate
did not produce a reach Zion. Pour off the liquid into a second test tube. This could be due to the fact that 24
well plates were used instead of 48 well plates, and thus more sample had to be added to see a color change.
The Effects of pH on the Enzyme Bromelain lab report. The substrate is called catechol which becomes a
product of benzoquinone. College on words brightkiteView lab report - example of good lab report from bio at
tri-county technical college. Acknowledgments References Below, the top text gives instructions for what you
should be focusing on in that section and the bottom gives an example. A recent report from this laboratory
described a method for isolation of low molecular weight. Activity of amylase was also measured at different
pHs. Catalane w irked faster in more basic environments. In the first trial however, a possible reason for the
illogical results could be the preparation of any of the solutions that were used in the reaction including the
starch precipitating out of solution before if had a chance to be mixed with the enzyme and the rest of the
reactants. In my hypothesis I stated that I believed that the rate of catechist oxides activity will change with the
different pH levels.


